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(57) ABSTRACT 

Various examples are provided for land streamer seismic 
surveying using multiple sources. In one example, among 
others, a method includes disposing a land streamer in-line 
With ?rst and second shot sources. The ?rst shot source is at a 
?rst source location adjacent to a proximal end of the land 
streamer and the second shot source is at a second source 
location separated by a ?xed length corresponding to a length 
of the land streamer. Shot gathers can be obtained When the 
shot sources are ?red. In another example, a system includes 
a land streamer including a plurality of receivers, a ?rst shot 
source located adjacent to the proximal end of the land 
streamer, and a second shot source located in-line With the 
land streamer and the ?rst shot source. The second shot source 
is separated from the ?rst shot source by a ?xed overall length 
corresponding to the land streamer. 
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LAND STREAMER SURVEYING USING 
MULTIPLE SOURCES 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims priority to and the bene?t of 
US. provisional application entitled “LAND STREAMER 
SURVEYING USING MULTIPLE SOURCES” having Ser. 
No. 61/831,696, ?led Jun. 6, 2013, which is hereby incorpo 
rated by reference in its entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] Seismic surveying generates subsurface images that 
may be utilized for a variety of purposes. Land streamers can 
be used to gather seismic data for shallow land surveys. 
Because of weight and friction, portable land streamers 
include a relatively short run of closely spaced geophones 
which can be pulled by a vehicle during a survey. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0003] Many aspects of the present disclosure can be better 
understood with reference to the following drawings. The 
components in the drawings are not necessarily to scale, 
emphasis instead being placed upon clearly illustrating the 
principles of the present disclosure. Moreover, in the draw 
ings, like reference numerals designate corresponding parts 
throughout the several views. 
[0004] FIGS. 1 and 2 are graphical representations of an 
example of a land streamer with a plurality of shot points in 
accordance with various embodiments of the present disclo 
sure. 

[0005] FIG. 3 is an example of an extended shot gather in 
accordance with various embodiments of the present disclo 
sure. 

[0006] FIGS. 4 and 5 are images of an example of a land 
streamer in accordance with various embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 

[0007] FIG. 6 is a graphical representation of the geometry 
of a ?eld test for a land streamer and conventional seismic 
data acquisition in accordance with various embodiments of 
the present disclosure. 

[0008] FIGS. 7A and 7B are examples of shot gathers for 
conventional seismic data acquisition and a land streamer 
system, respectively, in accordance with various embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 

[0009] FIG. 8 is an example of the frequency spectrum of 
the shot gather data for the conventional seismic data acqui 
sition and the land streamer system in accordance with vari 
ous embodiments of the present disclosure. 

[0010] FIGS. 9A and 9B are examples of traces in the F-K 
domain for the conventional seismic data acquisition and the 
land streamer system, respectively, in accordance with vari 
ous embodiments of the present disclosure. The F-K domain 
is a reference framework using frequency (fin HZ) and wave 
number (k, the reciprocal of wavelength or m_l). 
[0011] FIG. 10 is an example of a histogram illustrating the 
difference between ?rst arrival traveltime picks for the con 
ventional seismic data acquisition and the land streamer sys 
tem in accordance with various embodiments of the present 
disclosure. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0012] Disclosed herein are various embodiments related 
to land streamer seismic surveying using multiple sources. 
Reference will now be made in detail to the description of the 
embodiments as illustrated in the drawings, wherein like ref 
erence numbers indicate like parts throughout the several 
views. 
[0013] To collect ?eld seismic data, multiple receivers are 
positioned in a study area and connected to a recording unit. 
The use of land streamers, where the receivers and cables are 
already assembled, can speed up this process. However, the 
length of a land streamer is typically limited by logistical 
issues such as total weight, strength of the material used to 
make the streamer, surface friction, etc. With the use of a 
single source, the length of the land streamer will limit the 
maximum penetration depth of the seismic waves. However, 
the use of multiple sources can increase the effective length of 
the land streamer and thus the penetration depth of the seismic 
waves. The physical length of the land streamer remains the 
same but by locating the sources at offsets equal to a multiple 
of the length of the land streamer, the effective length of the 
land streamer can be increased by two or more times. Super 
virtual interferometry (SVI) processing can be used to 
increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of far-offset refrac 
tion arrivals. These refraction arrivals can be used for tomog 
raphy imaging of the subsurface velocity ?eld. The enhance 
ment of the SNR means that fewer stacks per shot point may 
be employed, which can expedite the execution of the survey. 
[0014] Referring to FIG. 1, shown is a graphical represen 
tation of an example of a land streamer 103, having a length 
L, with a plurality of shot points 106 separated by the length 
(L). The maximum offset between the shot point 106a adja 
cent to the land streamer 103 and the last receiver point 109 in 
a land streamer 103 is equal to L. Data acquisition is maxi 
mized by using a separation length of L. Separation lengths of 
less than L can result in acquisition of overlapping data, while 
separations of greater than L can result in gaps in the captured 
data. While some variation can be tolerated, accurate separa 
tion between receivers and shot points can improve data col 
lection and processing. 
[0015] Using a single shot point 10611, the maximum depth 
of penetration will range between L/4 and L/ 5 in the case of a 
refraction application. The length of the land streamer can be, 
e.g., in the range of 10 m to 100 m, or longer. However, 
increasing the length of the land streamer is not always pos 
sible due to its weight and logistical issues of dragging it on 
rough ground surface. To increase the maximum offset of data 
recorded by the land streamer 1 03 without physically increas 
ing the length of the land streamer 103, an extra source or shot 
point 106!) located at an offset equal to L from the existing 
source location or shot point 10611. For example, the effective 
length of the land streamer 103 can be doubled with two shot 
points 10611 and 10619 or tripled with three shot points 106a, 
1061) and 1060. The additional shot points 10619 and 1060 are 
located at offsets of L and 2 L from the ?rst shot point 106a, 
respectively. 
[0016] Data collected using the land streamer 103 with 
more than one source point 106 can be used to reconstruct the 
subsurface velocity model for greater depths than would be 
possible with a single shot point 10611. For example, by dou 
bling the effective length, the depth may be increased to 2 L/4 
or 2 US. In addition, because multiple shot points 106 allow 
for faster data collection, the velocity model may be deter 
mined in almost real time without loss of accuracy. The SVI 
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processing also allows us to use few stacks per shot point 106 
to enhance the SNR. The velocity model can be used to ?nd 
static corrections for re?ection data. 
[0017] Doubling the effective length of the land streamer 
103 is now discussed with reference to FIG. 2. While dou 
bling the effective length of the land streamer 1 03 is discussed 
for simplicity, the same approach can be used for increasing 
the effective length of the land streamer 103 by higher mul 
tiples of the land streamer length. To apply the suggested 
geometry, a land streamer 103 with length L and two seismic 
sources (or shot points 106) are used. In the example of FIG. 
2, the ?rst source location s M is located next to a proximal end 
of the land streamer 103, while the second source location s 1 b 
is located at an offset equal to L from the ?rst source location 

sla. 
[0018] Initially, a shot is ?red at source location s M and data 
of a ?rst shot gather is recorded and then a shot is ?red at 
source location s 1 b and data of a second shot gather is 
recorded. Next, the sources are moved an incremental amount 
to source locations s2a and s2b. As the position of the land 
streamer 103 is ?xed with respect to the source locations, it is 
also moved by the incremental amount. Shots are then 
sequentially ?red at source locations s2a and s2b and data of 
the corresponding shot gathers is recorded. This procedure is 
repeated for the remaining increments until shot gather data is 
recorded for the last source locations sna and snb. 
[0019] As shown in FIG. 2, there is a location (m) where the 
source location sma coincides with the source location slb. 
The vertical dashed lines 203 refer to moving the far-offset 
traces 206 recorded from source location s 11, next to the near 

offset traces recorded from source location sma to form the 
shot gather at location m with an effective receiver length 
equal to 2 L. At location m, the far-offset traces 206 are 
actually the far-offset traces recorded from source location 
s lb. Joining the far-offset traces of source location s 1 b with the 
near-offset traces of source location sma will produce full 
trace coverage. FIG. 3 shows an example of the extended shot 
gather formed by concatenating the two shot gathers together, 
one from the near-offset traces of source location sma and the 
other for the far-offset traces of source location slb. All shots 
located to the left of source location sma will enjoy full 
extended cable coverage as if the cable length was 2 L rather 
than L. 

[0020] To triple the length of the land streamer 103, a third 
source (at source locations s X6, where XII, 2, . . . n) is added. 

In this case, the location m, where the full trace coverage 
starts, is now located at the source offset of 2 L. In the example 
of FIG. 2, the near-offset traces recorded from source location 
sm, and the far-offset traces recorded from source locations 
smb and slc may be concatenated to form an extended shot 
gather with an effective length of 3 L. 
[0021] For ?eld testing, a land streamer system was 
assembled using a plurality of spikeless 40 HZ P-wave receiv 
ers, which were connected to a Geometrics Geode recording 
system. Referring to FIG. 4, shown is an image of a receiver 
403 used in the land streamer 103 of the land streamer system. 
The receivers 403 were secured together at equal intervals (or 
approximately equal intervals) to maintain spacing between 
the receivers 403 of the land streamer 103. The receivers 403 
are mounted on metallic bases, which include a lower plate 
406, an upper plate 409, and side wings 412 to increase the 
stability during data acquisition. The lower plate 406 and side 
wings 412 may be made of iron and the upper plate 409 may 
be made of aluminum. The receivers 403 can be secured 
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together using strapping or other appropriate separation 
device that can handle the strain experienced, while maintain 
ing the relative positioning between the receivers, during 
movement of the land streamer system. In the example of 
FIG. 4, a ?re hose 415 was ?xed between the lower plate 406 
and the upper plate 409 to connect the receivers together at 
?xed intervals. For example, the land streamer 103 of FIG. 5 
included 48 receivers with a receiver interval of about 127.5 
cm. Other numbers of receivers can also be utilized. 

[0022] The land streamer 103 (including 48 channels) was 
used to collect seismic data at Qademah Village, north of 
Jeddah, KSA. A conventional seismic pro?le was also con 
ducted next to the land streamer pro?le as illustrated in FIG. 
5. The conventional seismic data acquisition consisted of 96 
channels with a 127.5 cm receiver interval. A total of 96 shot 
gathers were collected with the conventional seismic data 
acquisition where one shot is located at each receiver loca 
tion. In addition, 96 shots were also recorded using the land 
streamer 103. Referring to FIG. 6, shown is an example of the 
geometry of the ?eld test for the 48 receivers of the land 
streamer 103 and the 96 receivers of the conventional seismic 
data acquisition 603. The receivers of the conventional seis 
mic data acquisition 603 were ?xed in position, while the 
receivers of the land streamer 103 could be moved forward 
with the shot. For shot gather # 1, receiver # l in the land 
streamer 103 was located at an offset of 0 m, receiver # 48 in 
the land streamer 103 was located at an offset of 60 m. The 
shot point (or source location) 106 for shot # l was located at 
an offset of 63 m. Receiver # l in the conventional seismic 
data acquisition 603 was located at an offset of 63 m, and 
receiver # 96 in the conventional seismic data acquisition 603 
was located at an offset of 181 m. 

[0023] Traces from the land streamer system and those 
from the conventional seismic data acquisition may be com 
pared to illustrate the effectiveness of the use of multiple 
sources. With regard to installation time, it takes much less 
installation time in the ?eld for the land streamer system, 
relative to conventional seismic data acquisition, because the 
receivers and cables are already assembled and no receiver 
planting is required. During the ?eld testing, setup of the land 
streamer system took about 20 minutes compared to about 
120 minutes to plant the receivers and connect the 96 chan 
nels to the recording system for conventional seismic data 
acquisition. 
[0024] Referring to FIGS. 7A and 7B, shown are the shot 
gather for shot # 74 for both the conventional seismic data 
acquisition and the land streamer system, respectfully. The 
shot gathers of FIGS. 7A and 7B show very good agreement. 
Both ?rst arrivals and later arrivals are very similar. The land 
streamer shot gather of FIG. 7B shows a lower SNR, espe 
cially before the ?rst break; however, the ?rst break and later 
arrivals are easily recognized. To increase the SNR of the ?rst 
breaks, the refraction interferometry method can be 
employed as previously discussed. 
[0025] FIG. 8 shows an example of the frequency spectrum 
of the shot gather data for both the conventional seismic data 
acquisition (curve 803) and the land streamer system (curve 
806). The amplitude spectra of the conventional seismic and 
land streamer data sets are shown in FIG. 8. Here, the nor 
malized summation of amplitude spectra is shown for all 
traces in shot gather # 74. Both data sets show almost the same 
frequency content with peaks at the same frequency values 
(e.g., 22 HZ), however, the conventional seismic data set 
contains more energy especially at frequencies higher than 30 
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HZ. This may be attributed to better coupling with the ground 
by the receivers used in the conventional seismic data acqui 
sition, which will record high frequency signals with less 
noise than the receivers of the land streamer. 
[0026] Comparison of the traces in the F-K domain is also 
illustrated in FIGS. 9A and 9B, which correspond to the 
conventional seismic data acquisition and the land streamer 
system, respectively. Shot gather # 74 for both the conven 
tional seismic and land streamer data sets were converted to 
the F-K domain. Both spectra show that the frequency content 
of both data sets is similar. The minor differences between the 
spectra in FIGS. 9A and 9B may be due to the better coupling 
with the ground of the receivers used in the conventional 
seismic data acquisition. Since the initial arrivals for both data 
sets are very similar as shown in FIGS. 7A-7B, 8, and 9A-9B, 
then inverting them using early arrival waveform inversion 
(EWI) should produce a similar velocity tomogram. 
[0027] Referring next to FIG. 10, shown is an example of a 
histogram illustrating the difference between ?rst arrival trav 
eltime picks of both the conventional seismic and land 
streamer data sets. The ?rst arrival traveltimes for both data 
sets were compared to one another. The two types of travel 
time picks agree with one another to within about :4 ms. This 
is much smaller than T/4, where T:45 ms is the dominant 
period of the source wavelet. This close agreement suggests 
that the associated traveltime tomograms should be similar. 
[0028] An acquisition geometry to increase the effective 
length of land streamers 2 or more times by using more than 
one source located at offsets equal to 2 or more times the 
original length of the streamer has been described. The SNR 
of the far-offset refractions can be boosted using refraction 
interferometry. Field data was recorded to show the feasibil 
ity of this approach and to compare the land streamer traces to 
those recorded by conventional planted receivers. First arrival 
traveltimes for both data sets were picked and compared to 
one another and a ?rst-arrival traveltime tomogram for each 
data set was computed to compare the resolution and depth of 
investigation of each data set. Use of the land streamer with 
multiple sources can provide a fast method for accurately 
estimating shallow velocity models for statics corrections and 
engineering applications. 
[0029] Two dimensional seismic imaging may be obtained 
using shots that are in-line with the land streamer 103. As 
shown in FIG. 5, the source (e.g., a weight drop) may be 
mounted on the vehicle pulling the land streamer 103. In the 
example of FIG. 5, the source is mounted on a trailer to which 
the land streamer 103 is attached. The additional sources may 
be mounted on the trailer, the pulling vehicle, and/or a second 
vehicle that may be coupled to the vehicle to maintain proper 
spacing between the sources. Initially, the sources and land 
streamer 103 are pulled into position and a shot gather is 
obtained when each of the shots is ?red. The sources and land 
streamer 103 is pulled to the next source location and addi 
tional shot gathers are obtained as the shots are ?red. The 
spacing between source locations should be such that the 
source locations for the shots should approximately overlap 
to allow the data to be joined as discussed above to extend the 
effective length of the land steamer 103. 

[0030] Three dimensional (3D) imaging may also be per 
formed using land streamers 103. For example, a plurality of 
land streamers 103 may be pulled in parallel and/ or a plurality 
of sources that are not in-line with the land streamer 103 may 
be used to acquire data to generate a 3D subsurface image. In 
one embodiment, among others, a plurality of sources may be 
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positioned in a grid pattern with ?xed distances between the 
sources. For instance, two or more parallel rows of two (or 
more) sources can be separated by a ?xed distance. One or 
more land streamers 103 can be positioned in-line with one or 

more of the rows of sources. The sources and land streamer(s) 
103 are pulled into position and a shot gather is obtained when 
each of the shots is ?red. The sources and land streamer(s) 
103 are pulled to the next source locations and additional shot 
gathers are obtained as the shots are ?red. The spacing 
between source locations should be such that the source loca 
tions for the shots should approximately overlap to allow the 
data to be joined as discussed above to extend the effective 
length of the land steamer 103. In other embodiments, a 
plurality of land streamers 103 may be pulled in parallel 
behind a single row of two or more sources and shot gathers 
obtained when the shots are ?red. 

[0031] Data can be obtained from the receivers using a 
seismic recording system (e.g., a Geometrics Geode record 
ing system) coupled to the receivers through a plurality of 
channels. A computing device such as, e.g., a laptop, tablet or 
smart phone can be used to control coordination of the shots 
and the shot gather. The computing device can interface with 
the seismic recording system though a wireless or wired 
connection. The shot gather can be recorded and stored in 
memory for analysis. In some implementations, real time 
analysis of the captured data may be carried out by the com 
puting device and/or the seismic recording system. In other 
embodiments, the data may be transmitted to a remote loca 
tion for storage and/or analysis using a cellular or satellite 
data connection. Position information can also be recorded 
and stored or transmitted with the shot gather. 

[0032] In some implementations, the vehicle(s) moving the 
land streamer 103 and/or the source(s) may be guided by a 
global positioning system (GPS) and/or differential GPS 
along a survey route. In some cases, the vehicle(s) may be 
automated to drive themselves along the survey route using 
the GPS information. Position and/or distance may be main 
tained between vehicles, land streamers, and/or sources using 
the GPS location information. In addition, the source(s) may 
be automated using the GPS information to initiate shots at 
the appropriate locations. Coordination of the data acquisi 
tion may also be controlledbased at least in part upon the GPS 
information. For example, the vehicles may be moved and, 
when in appropriate positions, the survey data may be auto 
matically acquired. In this way, only a few operators may be 
needed to control gathering of the survey data with a ?eet of 
source and/or streamer vehicles. 

[0033] It should be emphasized that the above-described 
embodiments of the present disclosure are merely possible 
examples of implementations set forth for a clear understand 
ing of the principles of the disclosure. Many variations and 
modi?cations may be made to the above-described embodi 
ment(s) without departing substantially from the spirit and 
principles of the disclosure. All such modi?cations and varia 
tions are intended to be included herein within the scope of 
this disclosure and protected by the following claims. 
[0034] It should be noted that ratios, concentrations, 
amounts, and other numerical data may be expressed herein 
in a range format. It is to be understood that such a range 
format is used for convenience and brevity, and thus, should 
be interpreted in a ?exible manner to include not only the 
numerical values explicitly recited as the limits of the range, 
but also to include all the individual numerical values or 
sub-ranges encompassed within that range as if each numeri 
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cal value and sub-range is explicitly recited. To illustrate, a 
concentration range of “about 0.1% to about 5%” should be 
interpreted to include not only the explicitly recited concen 
tration of about 0.1 wt % to about 5 wt %, but also include 
individual concentrations (e. g., 1%, 2%, 3%, and 4%) and the 
sub-ranges (e.g., 0.5%, 1.1%, 2.2%, 3.3%, and 4.4%) within 
the indicated range. The term “about” can include traditional 
rounding according to signi?cant ?gures of numerical values. 
In addition, the phrase “about ‘x’ to ‘y includes “about ‘x’ to 
about ‘y”’. 

Therefore, at least the following is claimed: 
1. A method for seismic surveying, comprising: 
disposing a land streamer in-line with ?rst and second shot 

sources, the ?rst shot source at a ?rst source location 
adjacent to a proximal end of the land streamer, the 
second shot source at a second source location separated 
by a ?xed length corresponding to a length of the land 
streamer; 

?ring the ?rst shot source at the ?rst source location and 
obtaining a ?rst shot gather from the land streamer; and 

?ring the second shot source at the second source location 
and obtaining a second shot gather from the land 
streamer. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
repositioning the land streamer with the ?rst and second 

shot sources, wherein the ?rst shot source is approxi 
mately at the second source location and the second shot 
source is at a third source location separated from the 
?rst shot source by the ?xed length, the land streamer 
in-line with ?rst and second shot sources; and 

?ring the ?rst shot source at approximately the second 
source location and obtaining a third shot gather from 
the land streamer. 

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising generating an 
extended shot gather based upon the third shot gather and the 
second shot gather. 

4. The method of claim 2, further comprising ?ring the 
second shot source at the third source location and obtaining 
a second shot gather from the land streamer. 

5. The method of claim 2, wherein the third source location 
is in-line with the ?rst and second source locations. 

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising ?ring a third 
shot source at a third source location in-line with the ?rst and 
second shot sources, the third shot source separated from the 
second shot source by the ?xed length, and obtaining a third 
shot gather from the land streamer. 

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising: 
repositioning the land streamer with ?rst, second and third 

shot sources, wherein the ?rst shot source is approxi 
mately at the second source location, the second shot 
source is approximately at the third source location, and 
the third shot source is at a fourth source location sepa 
rated from the second shot source by the ?xed length, the 
land streamer in-line with ?rst, second and third shot 
sources; and 

?ring the second shot source at the third source location 
and obtaining a fourth shot gather from the land 
streamer. 

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising generating an 
extended shot gather based upon the third shot gather and the 
fourth shot gather. 

9. The method of claim 7, further comprising: 
repositioning the land streamer with ?rst, second and third 

shot sources, wherein the ?rst shot source is approxi 
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mately at the third source location, the second shot 
source is approximately at the fourth source location, 
and the third shot source is at a ?fth source location 
separated from the second shot source by the ?xed 
length, the land streamer in-line with ?rst, second and 
third shot sources; and 

?ring the ?rst shot source at the third source location and 
obtaining a ?fth shot gather from the land streamer, 
wherein the extended short gather is. 

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising generating 
an extended shot gather based upon the third shot gather, the 
fourth shot gather, and the ?fth shot gather. 

11. A system for seismic surveying, comprising: 
a land streamer including a plurality of receivers spaced 

between a proximal end and a distal end of the land 

streamer; 
a ?rst shot source located adjacent to the proximal end of 

the land streamer, where the land streamer has a ?xed 
overall length from the ?rst shot source to a receiver 
located at the distal end of the land streamer; and 

a second shot source located in-line with the land streamer 
and the ?rst shot source, where the second shot source is 
separated from the ?rst shot source by the ?xed overall 
length. 

12. The system of claim 11, further comprising a third shot 
source located in-line with the land streamer, the ?rst shot 
source and the second shot source, where the third shot source 
is separated from the second shot source by the ?xed overall 
length. 

13. The system of claim 11, wherein the land streamer, the 
?rst shot source, and the second shot source are con?gured to 
maintain alignment and separation while being displaced. 

14. The system of claim 13, further comprising a seismic 
recording system con?gured to record a ?rst shot gather from 
the plurality of receivers in response to ?ring the second shot 
source at a source location. 

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the seismic recording 
system communicatively coupled to the plurality of receivers 
through a plurality of channels. 

16. The system of claim 14, wherein the seismic recording 
system is further con?gured to record a second shot gather 
from the plurality of receivers in response to ?ring the ?rst 
shot source at the source location, where the second shot 
source, the ?rst shot source, and the land streamer are linearly 
displaced by the ?xed overall length, and where an extended 
shot gather comprises the ?rst shot gather and the second shot 
gather. 

17. The system of claim 16, further comprising a vehicle 
that displaces the second shot source, the ?rst shot source, and 
the land streamer along a prede?ned survey route. 

18. The system of claim 17, wherein the displacement of 
the second shot source, the ?rst shot source, and the land 
streamer by the vehicle is guided by a global positioning 
system (GPS). 

19. The system of claim 14, further comprising a comput 
ing device con?gured to control ?ring of the ?rst and second 
shot sources and data acquisition by the seismic recording 
system. 

20. The system of claim 13, wherein the plurality of receiv 
ers are secured together at even intervals between the proxi 
mal end and the distal end of the land streamer. 

* * * * * 


